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Abstract
Artificial intelligence (AI) governance is required to reap the benefits and manage the risks brought by AI systems. This 
means that ethical principles, such as fairness, need to be translated into practicable AI governance processes. A concise AI 
governance definition would allow researchers and practitioners to identify the constituent parts of the complex problem of 
translating AI ethics into practice. However, there have been few efforts to define AI governance thus far. To bridge this gap, 
this paper defines AI governance at the organizational level. Moreover, we delineate how AI governance enters into a govern-
ance landscape with numerous governance areas, such as corporate governance, information technology (IT) governance, 
and data governance. Therefore, we position AI governance as part of an organization’s governance structure in relation to 
these existing governance areas. Our definition and positioning of organizational AI governance paves the way for crafting 
AI governance frameworks and offers a stepping stone on the pathway toward governed AI.
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1 Introduction

Algorithmic systems that use artificial intelligence (AI) 
promise both significant benefits [1] and equally momen-
tous risks related to biases, discrimination, opacity, and dis-
sipation of human accountability [2–4]. To reap the benefits 
and manage the risks, there is widespread consensus that AI 
systems need to be governed to operate in line with human 
and societal values [5, 6]. However, current AI govern-
ance work faces the challenge of translating abstract ethical 
principles, such as fairness, into practicable AI governance 
processes [7, 8]. In a global overview of AI governance, 
Butcher and Beridze [9] conclude that “AI governance is an 
unorganized area.” While this statement refers to the number 
of stakeholders seeking to influence global AI governance, 
we suggest a different sense in which AI governance schol-
arship and practice are currently unorganized. Specifically, 
there is a lack of understanding of the position of AI govern-
ance within the organizational governance structure. Estab-
lished scholarship on corporate, IT, and data governance 

understandably cannot include the more recent AI govern-
ance [10, 11]. However, emerging organizational AI gov-
ernance literature has also devoted little attention to other 
governance areas such as IT governance [12, 13]

AI governance efforts do not take place in a vacuum. On 
the contrary, AI governance is entering an increasingly com-
plex organizational governance landscape, where corporate 
governance [10], information technology (IT) governance 
[11], and data governance [14] already require management 
attention [15]. Thus, the current unorganized state of AI 
governance literature is unfortunate because organizations 
deploying AI in their operations play a key role in imple-
menting AI governance in practice [13, 16, 17].

We bring increased conceptual clarity to the AI govern-
ance literature through two contributions. First, we draw on 
previous scholarly work on AI ethics and governance [9, 12, 
18–22] and propose a synthesizing definition of AI govern-
ance at the organizational level. Second, we position AI gov-
ernance as part of an organization’s governance structure, 
together with corporate, IT, and data governance. In doing 
so, we advance the body of knowledge on implementing AI 
ethics (e.g., [7, 8, 13, 23]) through AI governance (e.g., [12, 
18]). Our contributions clarify the significance of AI govern-
ance as part of organizational governance that helps align 
the use of AI technologies with organizational strategies and 
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legal and ethical requirements coming from the operating 
environment.

2  Defining AI governance

There is a growing body of research acknowledging the 
importance of governed AI. Georgieva and her colleagues 
[8] call this the “third wave of scholarship on ethical AI,” 
which focuses on turning AI principles into actionable prac-
tice and governance. The third wave aims at promoting prac-
tical accountability mechanisms [24]. In order to structure 
this complex domain, researchers have presented layered AI 
governance structures, which include, for example, ethical 
and legal layers and levels ranging from AI developers to 
regulation and oversight [18, 23]. At the societal level, AI 
regulation and policy [25], and particularly human rights law 
[19], have also been raised as critical considerations.

Despite this scholarly attention, there have been few 
explicit attempts to define AI governance. In their global 
overview, Butcher and Beridze [9] characterize AI gov-
ernance as “a variety of tools, solutions, and levers that 
influence AI development and applications.” In its broad 
scope, this definition comes close to Floridi’s [20] concept 
of digital governance, defined as “the practice of establish-
ing and implementing policies, procedures and standards for 
the proper development, use and management of the info-
sphere.” In a similar vein, Gahnberg [22] operationalizes 
governance of AI as “intersubjectively recognized rules that 
define, constrain, and shape expectations about the funda-
mental properties of an artificial agent.” The focus on rules 
is helpful, but Gahnberg’s definition focuses on drafting 
societal rules, such as standards and legislation, rather than 
organizational AI governance. Overall, these macro-level 
conceptions remain silent on how organizations should gov-
ern their AI systems.

Schneider et al. [12] define AI governance for businesses 
as “the structure of rules, practices, and processes used to 
ensure that the organisation’s AI technology sustains and 
extends the organisation’s strategies and objectives.” They 
conceptualize the scope of AI governance for businesses as 
including the machine learning (ML) model, the data used 
by the model, the AI system that contains the ML model, 
and other components and functionalities (depending on the 
use and context of the system). Although AI governance for 
businesses is a promising starting point, the concept largely 
omits ethical and regulatory questions present in previous 
AI governance literature. In doing so, the concept stands in 
contrast to the AI ethics literature and downplays established 
AI-specific ethical and regulatory issues stemming from the 
organization’s environment.

In contrast, Winfield and Jirotka [21] highlight ethi-
cal governance, which goes beyond good governance by 

instilling ethical behaviors in designers and organizations. 
They define ethical governance as “a set of processes, pro-
cedures, cultures and values designed to ensure the high-
est standards of behavior” [21]. The list of governance ele-
ments is instructive, but the objective, ensuring “the highest 
standards of behavior,” remains underdefined for clarifying 
organizational AI governance.

Cihon et al. [26], investigating corporate governance of 
AI, come close to our focus area and provide actor-specific 
means of improving AI governance. However, they do not 
explicitly define AI governance. Moreover, their study 
focuses on large corporations at the forefront of AI develop-
ment, such as Alphabet and Amazon, and how they can bet-
ter govern AI to serve the public interest [26]. In our effort to 
define organizational AI governance, we also aim to include 
smaller organizations that use AI systems but do not exercise 
such leverage over global AI technology development.

In addition, none of the previously mentioned AI gov-
ernance conceptualizations explicate the role of technolo-
gies used to manage and govern AI systems. These include, 
for example, tools for data governance [27], explainable 
AI (XAI) [28], and bias detection [29]. Bringing together 
the ethical, organizational, and technological aspects, and 
considering the definitions of related governance fields, we 
propose the following definition of AI governance at the 
organization level:

AI governance is a system of rules, practices, processes, 
and technological tools that are employed to ensure an 
organization’s use of AI technologies aligns with the organ-
ization’s strategies, objectives, and values; fulfills legal 
requirements; and meets principles of ethical AI followed 
by the organization.

Our definition of AI governance is essentially normative 
in that the intentions are to be action-oriented and to guide 
organizations in implementing effective AI governance [cf. 
30]. In particular, the definition draws on that of AI govern-
ance for business [12] while incorporating the regulatory 
constraints [19, 31] and ethical AI principles [6, 32]. Intra-
organizational strategic alignment is a necessary condition 
for AI governance. However, it is not a sufficient condition 
because environmental and technical layers also need to be 
included.

In what follows, we explain the key elements of the defi-
nition. First, AI governance is a system whose constituent 
elements should be interlinked to form a functional entity 
(cf. [31]). The systemic perspective highlights how AI gov-
ernance unifies heterogeneous tools to articulate and attain 
a central objective, which is the purpose of the system [33, 
34]. The AI governance system can also include structural 
arrangements such as ethical review boards [35]. When AI 
governance is understood as a system, synergies between 
different tools, such as bias testing methods and participa-
tory design, can be identified.
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Second, the key elements of an AI governance system are 
rules, practices, processes, and technological tools. Essen-
tially, these are all methods of regulating behavior to keep it 
within acceptable boundaries and enable desirable behavior. 
We have included technological tools in the definition to 
highlight the involvement of both human and technologi-
cal components in AI governance. Third, these elements 
are in place to govern an organization’s use of AI technolo-
gies. Here, the term “use” is broadly understood to mean 
all engagement with AI technologies in the organization’s 
operations throughout the system’s life cycle, ranging from 
use case definition and design to maintenance and disposal. 
In other words, AI governance needs to address the entire 
AI system life cycle [13].

Fourth, the use of AI technologies is governed to ensure 
multiple alignments, both in internal operations and with 
external requirements. The use of AI should align with 
organizational strategies, objectives, and values. In addition, 
the use of AI technologies should comply with relevant legal 
requirements. Finally, AI use should align with ethical AI 
principles followed by the organization. These alignments 
may set differing requirements for AI technology; conse-
quently, any possible trade-offs should be carefully consid-
ered [36].

3  AI governance as part of an organization’s 
governance structure

Having defined organizational AI governance, we position 
AI governance (understood as organizational practices) 
within an organization's governance structure. In particular, 
we highlight the relationship of AI governance with three 
relevant areas of governance, which are as follows: corpo-
rate, IT, and data (see Fig. 1). To the best of our knowl-
edge, AI governance has not been explicitly connected with 
corporate, IT, and data governance beyond adapting defini-
tions from these established fields to cover AI [12]. Placing 
AI governance in the organizational governance structure 
is important because effective AI governance should be 
parsimonious, meaning it should build on other areas of 
governance and avoid duplicated processes. We provide an 
overview of the connections between AI governance and the 
other governance areas and acknowledge that each particular 
connection provides future research topics beyond the scope 
of this paper.

Figure 1 places AI governance as a subset of corporate 
governance and IT governance and in partial overlap with 
data governance. The rationale for this position is that 
corporate governance provides the overarching govern-
ance structure within an organization, and AI systems, as 
IT systems with particular capabilities [37], are governed 
via mechanisms that fall under IT governance. Finally, AI 

governance and data governance partially overlap because 
data are inputs and outputs of AI systems. However, the 
models and algorithms of AI systems may not fall under data 
governance as it is commonly conceived. We note that this 
positioning considers AI governance as governance of AI 
systems as IT systems. The recent argument that governance 
may be increasingly conducted by AI [38] should, however, 
be explored in future research. The relationships between 
AI governance and the other governance areas are explored 
in more detail below.

3.1  Corporate governance

The governance of AI does not take place in isolation; 
rather, it occurs as a part of the overall governance system 
of an organization. Corporate governance sets the premises 
for how an organization operates in relation to its internal 
and external stakeholders [10, 39], regulating its systemic 
exchanges with its environment [40]. Corporate governance 
allows a firm to articulate rules and processes for governing 
the relationships between its management and sharehold-
ers, managing the potential tensions between its sharehold-
ers and other stakeholders, and controlling its environ-
mental and social impact. In addition to legal compliance 
[41], corporate governance can entail elements delineating 
desirable conduct beyond the law's requirements, such as 
codes of conduct. Accordingly, corporate governance sets 
the principles through which organizations interpret and 
enact the desirable behavior of their agents. The behavior 
regulation function of corporate governance has garnered 
increasing attention during the last few decades as calls for 
corporate environmental and social responsibility have pro-
liferated. This function also provides a crucial bridge to AI 
governance.

Fig. 1  Artificial intelligence (AI) governance as part of an organiza-
tion’s governance structure
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Although corporate governance activities and their 
expected impact focus primarily on the organization, the 
framing of corporate governance underscores the impor-
tance of accountability to external stakeholders, and more 
generally, corporate social responsibility [42]. Scalability 
and increased autonomy compared with traditional IT sys-
tems are central benefits of AI. This makes accountability 
and responsibility particularly important for AI [5]. For 
example, deploying AI in the financial sector may have far-
reaching effects on individuals (and groups represented by 
them) subjected to decisions made by AI. Cihon et al. [26] 
provide valuable groundwork in the case of large corpora-
tions aiming to advance the public interest using AI. Thus, 
alignment with organizational objectives and managing 
impacts that transcend organizational boundaries are both 
important aspects of AI governance [12, 43]. However, here 
the landscape is fractured. For example, public sector and 
governmental organizations operate subject to more restric-
tive regulatory and behavioral frameworks than private 
companies. Consequently, their stakeholders and decision-
making logics may be different from companies. Moreover, 
even private actors may face different regulatory and stake-
holder constraints depending on their industry or field. At 
the same time, however, similar general organizational and 
governance issues are important across the public, private, 
and third sectors and different industries.

3.2  IT governance

Organizations are entities that process information, and 
much of this processing takes place in (or is mediated by) 
IT [44–46]. Hence, the governance of IT systems is both a 
means to execute corporate governance and a key element 
of an organization’s governance structure. Technically, AI 
is executed via algorithms written in the form of software 
code; these algorithms can be stand-alone applications or 
integrated into organizations’ information systems (IS) to 
provide additional capabilities or increased performance. As 
a result, AI governance at the organizational level can be 
viewed as a subset of IT governance.

Weill and Ross [11] define IT governance as “specifying 
the decision rights and accountability framework to encour-
age desirable behavior in the use of IT.” They further iden-
tify five interrelated IT decision domains: IT principles, IT 
architecture, IT infrastructure, business application needs, 
and IT investment [11]. Gregory et al. [47] build on previous 
IS literature related to IT governance (e.g., [48–50]), and 
define IT governance as “the decision rights and account-
ability framework deployed through a mix of structural, 
processual, and relational mechanisms and used to ensure 
the alignment of IT-related activities with the organiza-
tion’s strategy and objectives.” These authors further iden-
tified three key dimensions of IT governance in relation to 

its definition ([47], cf. [49]). The first dimension is the focus 
of IT governance (what to govern), with the intention of 
determining what IT-related activities and artifacts must be 
aligned with organizational strategies and objectives. The 
second is the scope of IT governance (whom to govern), 
clarifying which actors and stakeholders are held account-
able for ensuring IT’s (positive) contribution to the organiza-
tion. The third dimension is patterns of IT governance (how 
to govern), which refers to the mechanisms in place to ensure 
desirable IT-related activities and outcomes.

Similar mechanisms and dimensions to the above can be 
identified in AI governance. The IT governance decision 
domains [11] and what/whom/how questions [47] also apply 
to AI governance. These conceptual frameworks on IT gov-
ernance offer valuable guides to operationalizing AI govern-
ance beyond the initial definition developed in this article. 
However, because of their learning capabilities and dynamic 
evolution, AI systems should initially be viewed as special 
cases of IT systems that require distinct governance tools 
compared with general IT governance. As AI governance 
matures, it may eventually be subsumed under IT govern-
ance. This has not yet materialized, and further speculative 
discussion is beyond the scope of this article. It also remains 
for future research to address in which specific domains 
(e.g., principles, architecture, investment) AI systems are 
likely to bring novel governance questions compared to other 
IT systems (cf. [51]).

3.3  Data governance

Because AI systems depend on data to operate and learn, 
certain aspects of data governance are also central to AI 
governance. Based on their review of the data governance 
literature, Abraham et al. [14] conceptualize data govern-
ance as comprising six elements. In their conception, first, 
data governance is a cross-functional effort, enabling collab-
oration across functional boundaries and data subject areas. 
Second, data governance is a framework that sets a struc-
ture and formalization for the management of data. Third, 
data governance considers data a strategic enterprise asset 
and views data as a representation of facts in different for-
mats. Fourth, data governance specifies decision rights and 
accountabilities for an organization’s decision-making about 
its data. This involves determining what decisions need to 
be made about data, how these decisions are made, and who 
in the organization has the right to make them. Fifth, data 
governance involves the development of data policies, stand-
ards, and procedures. These artifacts should be consistent 
with an organization’s strategy and should promote desirable 
behavior in the use of data. Sixth, data governance facilitates 
the monitoring of compliance, which entails the implemen-
tation of controls to ensure that predefined data policies and 
standards are followed.
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The elements of data governance are relevant for AI gov-
ernance, particularly regarding technical layers concerned 
with particular algorithmic systems. Doneda and Almeida 
[52] argue that governing datasets is one of the most funda-
mental ways to govern algorithms. However, AI governance 
goes beyond governing data because data represent only one 
element in algorithmic systems. Accordingly, while data 
governance is necessary for effective AI governance, it is 
not sufficient on its own.

Table 1 provides definitions for corporate, IT, data, and 
AI governance for businesses and their significance for AI 
governance. In particular, the table highlights mechanisms 
of alignment and consideration of an organization’s inter-
nal strategies and objectives, as well as its accountability 
toward stakeholders. The significance of these concepts 
for AI governance underscores their mutual relationships: 
Corporate governance places AI governance in a broader 
frame, IT governance outlines governing mechanisms, and 
data governance specifies frameworks for managing the data 
on which AI systems depend.

4  Conclusion and future research directions

To contribute to tackling the unorganized state of AI gov-
ernance research and practice, we presented a positioning 
of AI governance as part of an organization’s governance 
structure and a definition of organizational AI governance. 
A concise definition is only the first step. It must be com-
plemented with descriptions of the processes, mechanisms, 
and structures that need to be implemented—in short, an 

AI governance framework is required. Thus, our definition 
and positioning of organizational AI governance represent a 
stepping stone on the pathway toward governed AI.

We can identify at least four necessary steps in develop-
ing AI governance towards a mature field. First, the current 
study indicates that AI governance literature is fragmented. 
Therefore, there is a need for syntheses of the academic and 
grey literature. Second, we need a more contextual under-
standing of how organizations translate AI ethics principles 
to practice. In-depth interviews and ethnographic stud-
ies can provide such understanding. Third, organizations 
need practical AI governance tools and frameworks, which 
opens avenues for design science research [53]. Fourth, AI 
auditing is needed to ensure that appropriate AI governance 
mechanisms are in place and to communicate AI governance 
to stakeholders. Scholars can study AI auditing literature, 
practices, and tools similarly to studies on AI governance 
and continuously build bridges to AI governance literature. 
These research streams can be advanced in parallel. How-
ever, they should not become separate silos but rather con-
tribute to a growing general understanding of AI governance 
within academia and practice.

Funding Open Access funding provided by University of Turku (UTU) 
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Table 1  Constituent elements of organizational artificial intelligence (AI) governance

Constituent element Definition Significance for AI governance

Corporate governance “Corporate governance is the system of checks and bal-
ances, both internal and external to companies, which 
ensures that companies discharge their accountability 
to all their stakeholders and act in a socially responsible 
way in all areas of their business activity” [10]

Connects societal implications of organizational AI use to 
social responsibility and stakeholders

Places AI governance practices and activities in a broad 
organizational frame

Information technol-
ogy (IT) governance

“Decision rights and accountability framework deployed 
through a mix of structural, processual, and relational 
mechanisms and used to ensure the alignment of IT-
related activities with the organization’s strategy and 
objectives” [47]

“We define IT governance as specifying the decision 
rights and accountability framework to encourage desir-
able behavior in using IT” [11]

Outlines the mechanisms by which organizations govern IT. 
Highlights alignment with an organization’s strategy and 
objectives and desirable behavior in using IT

AI algorithms are information systems (IS) or operate as 
parts of IS

Data governance “Data governance specifies a cross-functional framework 
for managing data as a strategic enterprise asset. In 
doing so, data governance specifies decision rights and 
accountabilities for an organization’s decision-making 
about its data. Furthermore, data governance formalizes 
data policies, standards, and procedures and monitors 
compliance” [14]

AI algorithms and AI systems process data. The functionali-
ties, outputs, and value depend on the data
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